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Structure of superdeformed bands in 195Hg
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Four new superdeformed bands have been observed with the Gammasphere array and have been assigned to
the 195Hg nucleus. Two of the bands are interpreted as signature partners most likely based onNosc56 neutron
quasiparticles coupled to a superdeformed core, while the other two appear to be based on aj 15/2 intruder
orbital. These four bands do not exhibit a simple, ‘‘identical bands’’ relationship to other superdeformed bands
in this mass region.@S0556-2813~97!06001-9#

PACS number~s!: 27.80.1w, 23.20.Lv, 21.10.Re, 21.60.Ev
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I. INTRODUCTION

Superdeformed~SD! bands of nuclei with mass numbe
A;190 provide an excellent opportunity to explore nucle
structure phenomena at large deformation in the presenc
pairing. Mean-field calculations predict stable minima in t
total energy surface of many nuclei in this region at lar
deformation@1–3#. This is due to the presence of large sh
gaps at neutron numberN5112 and proton numbersZ580
andZ582 for values of the quadrupole deformation para
eterb2;0.5. These predictions have been borne out by
periments: Following the discovery of a SD band in t
nucleus 191Hg @4#, similar structures have been reported
the 189–194Hg isotopes, in192–198Pb, in 198Po, and in the odd-
proton nuclei191–195Tl, 195–197Bi, and 191Au @5#. At low ro-
tational frequencies (\v,0.3 MeV!, the dynamic moments
of inertia (J(2)) of many of these SD bands can be satisf
torily described when pairing is included as a first-order p
turbation to the mean field@6#. Recently, the inclusion o
higher-order pairing terms@7# treated self-consistently by th
Lipkin-Nogami method@8# has been shown to improve th
ability of cranked shell-model calculations to reproduce
behavior of SD bands up to the highest rotational frequen
observed. Similar success was also found in Hartree-Fo
Bogolyubov calculations with a density-dependent surfa
delta interaction@9# or with a Gogny force@10#. While the
successes of these models have been impressive, some
questions remain. For example, the existence of ‘‘identic
bands, i.e., bands with essentially the sameg-ray energies in
neighboring nuclei, has not been explained satisfactorily t
far.

The various calculations mentioned above also pre
that a second, large SD neutron shell gap should occu
N5116. Thus, 80

196Hg
116

could be considered as a doub

magic SD nucleus. Numerous attempts to investigate su
deformation in this nucleus using light projectiles such
18O or 9Be @11,12# have proved unsuccessful becau
196Hg cannot be easily populated at an appropriate excita
550556-2813/97/55~1!/148~7!/$10.00
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energy and angular momentum. Indeed, there are no suit
projectile-target combinations for the most commonly us
heavy-ion-induced fusion-evaporation reactions@i.e., for the
usual~HI, 4n or 5n) reaction channels#.

Here, we report on the first observation of superdeform
tion in 195Hg, a nucleus which can be regarded as a neut
hole with respect to a196Hg core. Four SD bands have bee
observed following a 3n fusion-evaporation reaction. Th
bands can be satisfactorily understood in the framework
cranked shell-model calculations. However, none of them
found to exhibit an ‘‘identical band’’ relationship with othe
SD bands of the region.

The experiment and data reduction will be discussed
Sec. II. The new bands are presented in Sec. III along w
possible spin assignments. In Sec. IV, the bands are in
preted within the framework of the cranking model by com
parisons to SD bands in other odd Hg isotopes and to me
field calculations. Configurations are proposed, and the
of a possible196Hg core is discussed. Section V summariz
the results.

II. EXPERIMENT AND DATA REDUCTION

The reaction150Nd(48Ca,xn) was employed to populate
high-spin states in the nuclei1982xHg. The beam, with a
nominal energy of 201 MeV, was provided by the 88-in
cyclotron at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.
stack of two targets was used, each consisting of a;500
mg/cm2 isotopically enriched 150Nd foil, with ;200
mg/cm2 of Au evaporated on one side and;400mg/cm2 on
the other to prevent oxidation of the Nd. The targets w
stacked with the beam impinging upon the thicker Au laye
The reaction was selected for optimal population of194Hg
SD bands, and the results from the study of this nucleus
published elsewhere@13#. Gamma rays following fusion-
evaporation reactions were detected with the Gammasp
array @14#, which for this experiment comprised 7
Compton-suppressed high-purity germanium~HPGe! spec-
trometers. Events satisfying a minimum coincidence requ
148 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 149STRUCTURE OF SUPERDEFORMED BANDS IN195Hg
ment that four suppressed spectrometers fire in prompt c
cidence were written on magnetic tape. The digitized ene
signals were gain matched on line to a nominal dispersio
0.125 keV/channel based on gain and offset coefficients
termined prior to the experiment with a calibration sour
The data written on tape were subsequently filtered off l
and checked for prompt coincidence timing. At the sa
time, fine gain and Doppler corrections (v/c52.02%! were
applied. A total of 6.13108 triple-, 3.43108 quadruple-, and
0.93108 higher-fold events were available for subsequ
analysis.

The search for new SD bands in the data was perform
with the quadruple-coincidence version of theANDBAND au-
tomatic SD search algorithm, which is described in detai
Ref. @15#. The input parameters specified cascades of a m
mum of ten transitions with starting energies,g-ray energy
spacings, and changes in theJ(2) moments typical of the Hg
Tl, and Pb SD bands. Approximately 104 trial bands were
tested. Each candidate band from the list reported
ANDBAND was subsequently inspected by generating
spectrum corresponding to all possible combinations
double gates placed on ag-g-g coincidence cube. This wa
done with theXMLEV implementation of theLEVIT8R code
@16#. The advantage of this graphical analysis is that
known level structure of nuclei present in the data set can
included in a level scheme input file. This is important f
identifying contributions to the coincidence spectra fro
strong coincidences not directly related to the trial band
question, such as yrast and other non-SD cascades or kn
SD bands with similar transition energies.

III. RESULTS

From these analyses four cascades consistent with SD
cay, hereafter labeled bands~a!, ~b!, ~c!, and~d!, were iden-
tified, none of which had been reported previously. To ass
these new cascades to a specific residual nucleus, the
vidual spectra corresponding to eachg1-g2 coincidence gate
were first inspected for peaks larger than those in the n
band. Such spectra most likely contain contaminants
could provide misleading evidence for coincidence relati
ships following the decay of the SD states to lower-lyi
yrast and near-yrast states. Of the;100 unique double-gate
combinations for bands~a!, ~c!, and ~d!, only about one-
quarter could be used, while for band~b!, approximately
one-half of the double gates were acceptable. Based on
final spectra resulting from the sum of all clean gates,
new bands~a!, ~b!, and ~c! were foundnot to be in coinci-
dence with low-spin transitions of either194Hg or 193Hg.
Charged particle evaporation channels were not obser
and the only remaining possibility was195Hg. The case of
band ~d! was more complicated because many of the ga
below 650 keV were in close proximity to known transitio
of SD bands 1 and 3 of194Hg. However, in a careful analysi
of the coincidence data it was possible to disentangle
contributions from deexcitation within the two Hg isotope
For example, yields of yrast transitions following the dee
citation of the two194Hg SD bands could be fully accounte
for. Furthermore, in the difference spectrum between the
served data and the calculated yields for band~d!, these
194Hg yrast lines were not present.
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The assignments were confirmed by studying
quadruple-g coincidence data. For each band, the list
clean double gates was used to construct clean triple ga
Figure 1 shows the sums of these coincidence spectra, b
ground corrected by the ‘‘F operator’’ global background
subtraction method described in Ref.@17#. The most compel-
ling evidence supporting an assignment to the195Hg nucleus
is a readily identifiable 371 keV line found to be in coinc
dence with bands~b!, ~c!, and~d!. Thisg ray corresponds to
the 17/21→13/21 transition of the i 13/2 yrast band of
195Hg @18#. The 371 keV line is partially obscured in ban
~a! by a SD transition. There is also evidence in all fo
spectra for the 611 keV transition, which belongs to t
195Hg yrast cascade (21/21→17/21). Transitions within 1
keV of this line are also assigned to193Hg
(21/22→21/21) and 194Hg (122→102); however, in our
data neither is observed in strong coincidence with
known 193,194Hg SD bands. The spectrum of band~d! in-
cludes only those triple-gate combinations with at least o
gate above 650 keV to reduce any contribution to the sp
trum from the194Hg bands. The assignment of these bands
195Hg was confirmed in the analysis of a gated xmlev cu
where for any event with oneg ray satisfying a 371 keV
gate, the remainingg rays in the event were histogramme
The yields for all four bands remained constant relative
other 195Hg lines, while the contaminant SD bands
194,193Hg were strongly attenuated.
Table I presents the transition energies and intensitie

the four SD bands. This information was determined by p
forming fits to the coincidence cube withXMLEV . The ener-
gies of transitions in band~a! are nearly equal to the averag
of consecutive transitions of band~b!, and vice versa. This is
the pattern expected forE2 transitions of strongly coupled
signature partner bands. For some transitions in Table I,
taining accurate values for the energies and intensities
complicated because of their close proximity in the coin
dence cube to strong yrast or near-yrast transitions. S
larly, it was not possible to extract angular distributions f
band ~a!, ~c!, or ~d!. For band~b!, the statistics were only
sufficient to say that, for clean transitions, the angular dis
butions hadA2 coefficients with positive values, as on

FIG. 1. Sum of clean triple-gated spectra of the new bands
195Hg, i.e., ~a!, ~b!, ~c!, and ~d!. In-bandg rays are indicated by
solid symbols, open for tentative transitions. The 371 and 611 k
yrast lines on which the assignment is based are marked by3 and
1, respectively.
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TABLE I. Energies and intensities~normalized to 100% in the plateau region in each band! of gamma-ray
transitions assigned to the four195Hg SD bands. Tentative transitions are given in brackets.

Band ~a! Band ~b! Band ~c! Band ~d!

Eg ~keV! I g
rel ~%! Eg ~keV! I g

rel ~%! Eg ~keV! I g
rel ~%! Eg ~keV! I g

rel ~%!

@244]
@294] 273.9~2! 49~5! 284.5~1! 76~5!

333.9~1! 64~7! 314.2~1! 64~5! 325.0~1! 92~6! 341.9~1! 89~16!
372.8~3! 107~30! 353.5~1! 88~5! 365.4~1! 99~6! 380.9~1! 106~22!
411.2~3! 65~8! 392.2~1! 92~5! 405.3~1! 93~6! 419.1~1! 81~16!
448.4~1! 86~7! 429.9~1! 100~6! 445.0~1! 97~6! 457.2~1! 100~16!
484.7~1! 96~9! 466.9~1! 94~5! 484.5~1! 99~6! 494.5~1! 103~16!
519.8~1! 92~10! 502.8~1! 102~5! 523.6~1! 103~6! 531.4~1! 90~17!
554.0~1! 101~9! 537.6~1! 105~6! 562.1~1! 82~7! 567.6~1! 97~18!
587.5~2! 100~9! 571.3~1! 87~6! 600.0~1! 101~7! 602.8~1! 100~18!
620.3~3! 106~10! 604.2~1! 104~7! 637.1~4! 100~9! 638.1~1! 102~21!
652.2~3! 105~9! 636.2~4! 116~8! 673.4~2! 107~7! 672.4~2! 112~22!
683.2~2! 70~7! 668.1~1! 108~7! 708.7~4! 112~9! 705.9~2! 100~26!
714.2~3! 62~8! 698.1~2! 96~7! 742.2~9! 64~10! 739.1~8! 75~20!
743.2~8! 41~7! 728.3~2! 69~5! 776.1~3! 54~4! 771.6~2! 64~18!
772.8~4! 34~4! 757.8~2! 71~5! 805.0~4! 33~5! 803.4~5! 40~16!
802.2~9! 32~4! 787.2~3! 54~5! 829.1~6! 22~4! 836.1~5! 38~15!
@832] 815.8~9! 38~4! 848.5~5! 17~4! 868.0~6! 38~17!
@861] 845.0~9! 16~3! @868] @899]
@887] @874]
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would expect for stretchedE2 transitions. The total flux
through each of the four SD bands was determined to
0.4~2!%, 0.9~3!%, 0.4~1!%, and 0.6~3!% of the intensity of
the 371 keV transition. Since the compound nuclei recoil
of the focus of the HPGe detectors, the presence of any y
or near-yrast isomer with a half-life>5 ns in 195Hg could
possibly result in a reduced yield for some yrast transitio
Hence, the SD yields reported above should perhaps be
garded as upper limits.

IV. DISCUSSION

The data of Table I have been used to derive theJ(2)
moments of inertia which are presented as a function of
rotational frequency\v in Fig. 2. ~See Ref.@19# for the
definition of these quantities.! Tentative transitions~given in
brackets in Table I! are not included in the discussion. Thre
important observations are immediately obvious from t
figure. First, theJ(2) values for bands~a! and~b! experience
a smooth rise over the entire frequency range, a beha
which is the same as that seen in194Hg and in most other SD
bands of theA;190 region. Second, band~c! displays a
markedly different behavior as theJ(2) moment is almost
constant at frequencies\v,0.4 MeV with a sharp rise be
yond that. Third, theJ(2) moment of band~d! lies between
that of bands~a!, ~b!, and ~c!, but does not experience th
sharp upturn at 0.4 MeV: In fact, it may have reached
constant value or have begun to turn down at this frequen
Finally, at the lowest frequencies, theJ(2) values for all four
195Hg bands are larger than that of band 1 in194Hg.
In an attempt to understand the quasiparticle configu

tions associated with these bands, the data can be pres
in terms of the experimental Routhians (e8) and aligned
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spins (i x) @19#, which are shown in Fig. 3. The computatio
of these quantities depends on the spins and, fore8, excita-
tion energies of the bands, as well as on a phenomenolog
representation of the energy associated with the rota
core. The intensities of the four bands are too small to ob
guidance on the spins and excitation energies of the
states from the decay into the normal-deformed, yrast,
near-yrast states. Thus, the spins have been estimated w
fit of the Harris expansion to the measuredJ(2) values as a
function of frequency@20#. In this way, the 334 keVg ray of

FIG. 2. Experimental~data points! and calculated~curves! dy-
namic moments of inertiaJ(2) as a function of rotational frequenc
\v. Panel~i!: bands~a! and ~b! compared to calculations for th
(p,a)5(1,61/2) (n @624#9/2) configurations. Panel~ii !: bands
~c! and ~d! and calculations forn j 15/2 favored and unfavored con
figurations.
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55 151STRUCTURE OF SUPERDEFORMED BANDS IN195Hg
band~a! is assigned as a 33/2→29/2 transition, while the 274
keV line of band~b! is assigned as 27/2→23/2. This is con-
sistent with these two bands being signature partners.
final-state spins of the lowest firmly assignedg-ray transi-
tions in bands~c! and ~d! have been assigned as 25/2 a
31/2, respectively, even though spins higher by 1\ cannot be
ruled out from the results of the fit. The proposed spin
quence is favored because of the configuration assignm
discussed below.1 The excitation energies have been selec
such thate8 would extrapolate at\v50 to 0.9 MeV for
bands~a! and ~b! and 1.0 MeV for bands~c! and ~d!. These
values have been selected to match the@624#9/2 and j 15/2
quasineutron energies at\v50 @see Fig. 3~iii ! and discus-
sion below#. For bands~a! and~b!, the excitation energies ar
further constrained such that the difference is consistent w

1It should, however, also be noted that the spin fitting procedur
less reliable for bands with significant alignment, such as higj
intruder bands.

FIG. 3. Panels~i! and ~ii !: experimental aligned spini x and
Routhianse8 for the 195Hg SD bands. Spins and excitation energ
assumed for the bands are described in the text. The reference
derived from194Hg. In both plots the data for band~a! are shown
with open circles; band~b!, solid diamonds; band~c!, open up tri-
angles; band~d!, solid squares. Panel~iii !: quasineutron Routhian
calculated with the Woods-Saxon mean field and Lipkin-Noga
pairing described in the text. The intruder orbitals relevant to
discussion are labeled asj 15/2 while the other orbitals of interest ar
identified with their asymptotic Nilsson numbers.
he
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the assumption that they are strongly coupled signature p
ners. Finally, band 1 of194Hg was taken as the reference.2 It
is clear that the Routhians for bands~a! and~b! indicate that
these bands do not exhibit any signature splitting and, th
remain strongly coupled over the entire frequency range.
two bands alsoappear to gain about one unit in alignmen
with respect to the (194Hg! reference. The Routhians an
alignments for bands~c! and~d! are quite different as can b
seen from both the curvature of the Routhian at\v.0.3
MeV and the rapid loss of alignment over the entire fr
quency range.

The observations derived from the inspection of Figs
and 3 provide clues about possible configuration assignm
for the four SD bands. The absence of signature splitt
over the entire frequency range for bands~a! and~b! suggests
that the associated configuration corresponds to a stro
coupled neutron orbital whose wave function remains re
tively pure, even at the highest frequencies. The Routh
which originates from the positive-parity@624#9/2 orbital at
\v50 is a good candidate since, as seen in Fig. 3~iii !, it is
one of the few orbitals of this parity expected to be near
Fermi surface. One would expect a band based on this
neutron to exhibit the same behavior as nearby even-e
nuclei; specifically, it should exhibit the same rise inJ(2) as
seen in 194Hg. This rise has been ascribed to the grad
alignment of a j 15/2 quasineutron pair at low frequenc
(\v;0.2 MeV! followed by the the alignment of ani 13/2
quasiproton pair (\v;0.35 MeV!. The behaviors of the
J(2) moments of bands~c! and ~d! are reminiscent of tha
seen in certain SD bands of the lighter odd-N isotopes
191,193Hg which have been associated with aj 15/2 neutron
intruder configuration@21,22#. In these cases, the consta
value of theJ(2) moment at low frequencies can be unde
stood as resulting from the blocking of thej 15/2 neutron
alignment. This also accounts for the sharp drop in alignm
in Fig. 3, sincei x is calculated with respect to a194Hg ref-
erence where thej 15/2 neutron pair alignment is not blocked
A proton pair alignment at high frequencies contributes
the increase inJ(2) of these bands above\v50.3 MeV.
Since the unfavored signature of thej 15/2 bands in both
191Hg and 193Hg has a lowerJ(2) value at low frequency
than the favored signature, it is proposed that, by analo
band ~c! of 195Hg is the unfavoredj 15/2 band and band~d!
the favored partner.

In order to place these considerations on a stronger f
ing, cranked shell-model~CSM! calculations have been pe
formed. In the latter, a revised parametrization of the Woo
Saxon potential was used@23# which yields moments of
inertia which no longer require a renormalization@24#, and
quadrupole pairing was added to the standard monopole
@7#. Both pairing and deformation were varied se
consistently by means of the Lipkin-Nogami method@8#. The
results of the calculations are presented in Fig. 2.

Calculations are given for the two signatures of thej 15/2
orbital as well as for the excitations based on the@624#9/2
orbital which lies in the vicinity of the Fermi surface at th

is 2Arguably, the192Hg core could have been used instead; this
tail would change neither the substance of our discussion nor
conclusions.
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152 55G. HACKMAN et al.
large deformations (b2;0.48,b4;0.06). The calculated be
havior of theJ(2) moments for the@624#9/2 configuration
adequately reproduces the experimental data for bands~a!
and ~b!. In particular, the@624#9/2 configuration exhibits a
rise ofJ(2) with frequency, which is similar in magnitude t
that found in the data. Furthermore, the signature splitting
the calculations is very small, as is observed for bands~a!
and ~b!. However, the flattening and downturn of theJ(2)
curves which is predicted to occur at the frequenc
\v.0.32 MeV seem absent from the data. A similar d
crepancy was observed in194Hg @25#; i.e., the downturn in
the experimentalJ(2) occurs at a slightly higher frequenc
than in the calculations, where it follows the completion
the j 15/2 neutron alignment at\v;0.32 MeV and of the
i 13/2 proton alignment at\v;0.4 MeV. This discrepancy
remains a~minor! deficiency of the calculations.

In the same way, the calculations for thej 15/2 orbital re-
produce the overall behavior of bands~c! and~d!. The unfa-
vored n j 15/2 configuration is crossed at\v.0.35 MeV by
the one-quasiparticle@512#5/2 excitation, which results in the
rather sharp increase in the calculatedJ(2) at \v;0.35
MeV. ~In Fig. 2, the curve has not been followed beyond t
point.! This crossing also occurs in the calculations for t
favored signature, but at the very low frequency
\v;0.1 MeV, a point that is not observed in the prese
data for band~d!. The exact frequency of this crossing
sensitive to the energy of the neutronj 15/2 subshell; in par-
ticular, the fact that the calculated crossing comes at a lo
frequency than what is observed experimentally in band~c!
may imply that thej 15/2 shell is too high in excitation energ
relative to thef 7/2 shell in the calculations, as has been no
elsewhere@22#.

One of the startling and as yet not satisfactorily explain
properties of SD bands is the so-called ‘‘identical band
phenomenon. This refers to the observation that band
nuclei differing by several mass units can have transition
the same energy~within 1–2 keV!. The concept has als
been used in a less restrictive way to describe bands w
exhibit identicalJ(2) moments of inertia@26#. As a large
number of bands in the Hg isotopes can be characterize
such relations@27#, it seemed worthwhile to investigate
this was also the case for the four new bands observed h
The four bands were compared to the known SD bands in
Hg or Pb isotopes, but no significant relationship to any
them was found. This point is illustrated, to a degree, in F
4. TheJ(2) moments for195Hg bands~a! and ~b! are;5%
larger than those observed for band 1 of194,192Hg. The lack
of a simple ‘‘identicality’’ relationship is also evident in Fig
3, where the aligned spini x represents an attempt to rela
the four bands to band 1 of194Hg. It is clear from the figure
that none of the bands results in a constanti x value. Simi-
larly, computations of incremental alignments as defined
Ref. @27#, using 192Hg or 194Hg as a reference, result i
curves which vary with frequency without reaching any
the ‘‘quantized’’ values of60.5, 0, or 1.

One possible explanation for the nonobservation of qu
tized incremental alignments is that the four SD bands
195Hg are best described as neutron-hole configurations
sociated with a196Hg core, in the same way that the four S
bands of 191Hg are related to192Hg @21#. If this were the
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case, an identical bands relationship with the196Hg yrast SD
band would be predicted, at least for bands~a! and ~b! of
195Hg. The situation for bands~c! and~d! would be different
because of the blocking of then j 15/2 alignment discussed
above. For this scenario to be true, the properties of
196Hg core would have to be different from those of th
194Hg or 192Hg cores. To explore this possibility further, th
dynamic moments of inertia were calculated for the yrast
configurations of even mercury isotopes192,194,196Hg. These
calculations treat both pairing and deformation se
consistently, and the only independent variable contribut
to the differences inJ(2) moments for the three isotope
shown in Fig. 4 is the location of the Fermi surface. T
J(2) moment of196Hg is indeed higher than that of194Hg at
frequencies\v. 0.2 MeV. This is a necessarybut not suf-
ficient condition for 195Hg bands to share identical band
relationships with196Hg. Microscopically, the change in th
Fermi level results in a stronger proton alignment as well
in a neutron alignment occurring over a larger frequen
range in196Hg than in 194Hg.

At this point it is important to note that the previous di
cussion requires the additional assumption that the me
nism which yields identical bands is independent of neut
number. However, calculations of the interaction strength
tween neutron high-j orbitals indicate a maximum fo
192–194Hg, as discussed in detail in Ref.@28#. It is conceiv-
able that forA5192→194, the relatively constant interac
tion strength in the vicinity of this maximum results in a co
which remains unaffected by a change of the Fermi lev
Farther from this local maximum, the core may be less
bust to addition~or removal! of neutrons as the interactio
strength changes more rapidly. If this scenario is correct,
would predict that the196Hg SD bandshould notexhibit an
identical bands relationship to195Hg bands~a! and~b!. Thus,
one is left with two conflicting predictions, and the resol
tion of the issue will come only from the experimental di
covery of the196Hg SD band, a measurement which is ce

FIG. 4. Panel~i!: J(2) moments of inertia for195Hg bands
~a!,~b!, symbols; 194Hg band 1, solid line;192Hg band 1, dashed
line. Panel~ii !: calculatedJ(2) moments of inertia for the even-eve
192,194,196Hg nuclei.
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TABLE II. Summary of SD bands in195Hg: population intensity relative to195Hg channel deduced from
g-ray yields (ISD), energy (Eg0), and spin assignment (I i→I f) of lowest transition, parity, signature expo
nent, and proposed quasineutron configuration.

Lowest transition Signature Proposed
Band ISD ~%! Eg ~keV! I i→I f (\) Parity exponent (a) configuration

~a! 0.4~2! 334 33
2→

29
2 1 1

1
2 @624#92

~b! 0.9~3! 274 27
2→

23
2 1 2

1
2 @624#92

~c! 0.4~1! 285 29
2→

25
2 2 1

1
2 j 15/2

~d! 0.6~3! 342 35
2→

31
2 2 2

1
2 j 15/2
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tainly within the capabilities of the moderng-ray arrays.
While a consistent picture seems to emerge, two diffic

ties with the interpretation presented above must be no
First, the data do not show strong evidence for cross
between bands~a! and~b!; the intensity of possible band~a!
peaks in coincidence with band~b! is ,10%, and for band
~b! peaks in coincidence with band~a! the upper limit is
20%. In 193Hg, this cross talk provided the best evidence
assigning then @624#9/2 configuration to two of the SD
bands@22#. This issue may be resolved with a new measu
ment specifically directed towards195Hg that would not suf-
fer from the strong background of193,194Hg transitions inher-
ent in the present experiment. Second, band~b! is much
more intense than band~a!. Normally one would expect tha
the intensity of signature partners should be more simi
One possible explanation is that the observed spectrum a
from two or more nearly isospectral bands. If this were
case, one would expect to observe a measurable broade
of the gamma-ray peaks relative to the widths measure
other SD bands seen in this experiment. This approach
used successfully to disentangle two nearly degenerate
bands in193Hg @22#. However, the peak widths for band~b!
were found to be, within statistics, consistent with tho
measured for the194Hg SD bands. Thus, the reason for t
intensity difference remains unclear.
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V. SUMMARY

Four newg-ray cascades have been assigned as SD b
in 195Hg; they are summarized in Table II. The SD inten
ties are<1% of the total population of this nucleus. Two o
these bands exhibit no signature splitting, and a@624#9/2
quasineutron configuration is proposed, while the third a
fourth behave like the two signatures of an j 15/2 intruder
configuration. These new bands do not exhibit any ‘‘identi
bands’’ relationship with any other SD bands known in th
mass region. This may suggest a change in the Hg SD
with increasing neutron number and, possibly, the prese
of a new shell gap atN5116 which results in a new cor
with characteristics somewhat different from that
N5112.
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